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SIMULTANEOUS EQUIDISTRIBUTING AND NONDENSE
POINTS FOR NONCOMMUTING TORAL AUTOMORPHISMS
MANFRED EINSIEDLER AND ALEX MAIER
Abstract. We show in prime dimension that for two non-commuting totally
irreducible toral automorphisms the set of points that equidistribute under the
first map but have non-dense orbit under the second has full Hausdorff dimen-
sion. In non-prime dimension the argument fails only if the automorphisms
have strong algebraic relations.
1. Introduction
An important part of the theory of dynamical systems concerns itself with the
behaviour of orbits. In this paper we consider the structure of the set of points
with prescribed orbit behaviour for quasi-hyperbolic automorphism S : Td −→ Td
of the d-dimensional torus. Taking a point x ∈ Td its orbit {Snx : n ∈ N0} can be
dense or nondense in Td. The set of points with dense (non-dense) orbit we denote
with D(S) (resp. ND(S)). Further we define the set Eq(S) ⊆ D(S) of points
whose orbits equidistribute on the torus with respect to the Lebesgue measure. It
is wellknown that Eq(S) has full measure (and so has D(S)) and that ND(S) is
winning (implying in particular that its Hausdorff dimension equals dim(ND(S)) =
d).
Let us introduce a second automorphism T : Td −→ Td, it is trivial that Eq(S)∩
Eq(T ) has still full measure, and that ND(S) ∩ND(T ) is winning. But what can
be said about Eq(S)∩ND(T )? Conjecturally this set should be dense unless S = T
or other strong coincidences between S and T are satisfied.
In [1] Bergelson, the first named author and Tseng showed that if S and T
are commuting automorphisms of the torus which generate an algebraic Z2-action
without rank one factors and T is hyperbolic, then dim(D(S) ∩ND(T )) = d. Fur-
thermore, Lytle and the second named author [6] showed that for non-commuting
S and T with V 0−S ⊕ V 0−T = Rd, where V −0S (and V −0T ) denotes the sum of the
weak stable eigenspaces of S (and T ), the intersection has again full dimension. In
this paper we want to show that either dim(Eq(S) ∩ND(T )) = d or that S and T
satisfy a strong relationship that sometimes forces the two maps to commute.
As above dim(·) will always refer to the Hausdorff dimension.
Theorem 1.1. Let S, T be totally irreducible automorphisms of Td. Assume that
the weak stable subspaces for the two maps V 0−S 6= V 0−T are different. Then
dim(Eq(S) ∩ND(T )) = d.
As we discuss next the case V 0−S = V
0−
T is quite special.
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Theorem 1.2. Let S, T be totally irreducible automorphisms of Td. Assume V 0−S =
V 0−T and that gcd(d, dim V
0−
S ) = 1 (which holds e.g. if d is prime), then S and T
commute.
In the case that S and T commute, we refer to the work [1] of Bergelson, the first
named author and Tseng. We also give an example for two explicit S and T acting
on T4 which have V 0−S = V
0−
T and do not commute but nonetheless have strong
algebraic relationships. In this case we cannot say anything towards Theorem 1.1.
1.1. Outline of paper. We start in section 2 by recalling some definitions and
introducing the notion of W -dominating eigenspaces.
In section 3 we start with the assumption V 0−S * V
0−
T and show that on a line
segment in some direction the set ND(T ) is winning, which enables us to prove one
part of the theorem along the lines of [6].
In section 4 we adapt an argument of Chaika and Eskin [7] to our setting. With
this we can show that almost every point on a line segment pushed forward under an
extension of S gets invariant under some eigendirection V . With some extra work
we can turn this invariance into equidistribution on Td and conclude the proof using
the same argument as in section 3.
In the last section we show that in the case V 0−S = V
0−
T either S and T commute,
or S and T have strong algebraic constraints, of which we give an example. In this
example, S and T do not commute, but we have V 0−S = V
0−
T . In this case our
machinery cannot be applied, and we don’t know anything about its orbit structure.
Conjecturally the set Eq(S) ∩ND(T ) is still dense. Is it d-dimensional? It would
be interesting to decide the question for this example.
2. Preliminaries
Definition. A d-by-d integer matrix T is called irreducible if its characteristic
polynomial is irreducible over Q. T is called totally irreducible if every power of T
is irreducible.
Throughout the paper we let T (and S) be a totally irreducible automorphism
on Td induced by an element of GLd(Z). Note that it follows immediately that
every eigenvalue of T (and S) has multiplicity equal to one and therefore T and S
are diagonalizable over C. Depending on the context, sometimes T is acting on the
torus, and sometimes on Rd. While working on the torus we might identify it with
any convenient fundamental domain.
2.1. Definitions, winning sets, and Hausdorff dimension. We define the fol-
lowing sets related to the Z-action of T on Td:
ND(T ) =
{
x ∈ Td : {T nx}n∈N0 ( Td
}
, and
Eq(T ) =
{
x ∈ Td : 1
N
∑N−1
i=0 f(T
nx) −→
N→∞
∫
f dm for every f ∈ C(Td)
}
The first set is the set of points with nondense orbit under T , and the second one
is the set of points whose T -orbits equidistribute.
We recall the notion of winning sets: In [8], W. Schmidt introduced the definition
of winning along with the main properties of winning sets. The game is played on
(X, dist), a complete metric space. Denote by B(x, r) the closed metric ball around
a point x of radius r. The setup of the two player game is given by two parameters
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0 < α, β < 1 and a set S ⊂ X . The game starts with round zero, in which one
of the players, let’s call him Bob, chooses a ball B0 = B(x0, ρ) with x0 ∈ X and
0 < ρ ≤ 1. The first round begins with the other player, called Alice, choosing a
point y1, the center point of a ball A1 = B(y1, ρα) ⊂ B0. Bob chooses the next
center point of a ball x1 such that B1 = B(x1, ραβ) ⊂ A1. This procedure is
iterated with the nth round of the game beginning with Alice choosing a point yn
with An = B(yn, ρα(αβ)
n−1) ⊂ Bn−1, and continuing with Bob choosing a point
xn satisfying Bn = B(xn, ρ(αβ)
n) ⊂ An. At the end of the game we obtain⋂
n≥1An =
⋂
n≥1Bn = {x∞}.
If x∞ ∈ S, then Alice wins. If Alice can always find a winning strategy independent
of the moves of Bob, the set S is (α, β)-winning. If there exists α such that S is
(α, β)-winning for all β > 0, then S is an α-winning set. As some of the main
properties of α-winning sets do not depend on the value of α > 0, we also speak
simply of winning sets.
Winning sets have a number of useful properties, in particular in relationship
with Hausdorff dimension. W. Schmidt showed in [8] that winning sets within Rd
have Hausdorff dimension d (although more general statements exist [3, 4]). Due
to the fact that player Bob starts the game with an arbitrary ball it is clear that
a winning set must be dense. In fact a winning set S ⊂ Rd is thick, i.e. for every
nonempty open set U ⊂ Rd we have dim(U ∩ S) = dim(S) = d.
Another important feature of winning sets is the countable intersection property.
As W. Schmidt showed in [8] for a countable collection {Si} of αi-winning sets with
inf αi = α0 > 0, the intersection
⋂
i Si is α0-winning.
We are going to use Kleinbock and Margulis’ version of the Marstrand Slicing
Theorem [5]:
Theorem 2.1. Let M1 and M2 be Riemannian manifolds, A ⊂M1, B ⊂M1×M2.
Denote by Ba the intersection of B with {a}×M2 and assume that Ba is nonempty
for all a ∈ A. Then
dim(B) ≥ dim(A) + inf
a∈A
dim(Ba).
2.2. W -Dominating eigenspaces. Our methods rely on the decomposition of Rd
into eigenspaces.
In the case of complex eigenvalues we have to substitute them in the following
way: Complex eigenvalues always appear in complex conjugated pairs, whose eigen-
vectors span a complex plane. Intersecting this plane with Rd leads to a real plane,
of which we choose an orthonormal basis. In this sense a generalized eigenspace will
always mean a real eigenspaces respectively the real two-dimensional subspace cor-
responding to a pair of complex eigenvalues. We will denote a generalized eigenspace
for T by EνT , where ν is the eigenvalue.
By V 0T , V
+
T and V
−
T we refer to the sum of the generalized eigenspaces of T
which are central (with eigenvalues |ν| = 1), unstable (|ν| > 1) respectively stable
(|ν| < 1) for T . By V 0−T = V 0T ⊕ V −T we define the subspace which does not get
expanded by T and will refer to it as the weak stable subspace.
We fix a one-dimensional subspace W ⊂ Rd with W ∩ V 0−T = {0} which is not
contained in the weak stable subspace.
Taking any vector w ∈ W\{0}, we can write it as the sum w =∑ν wν of some
generalized eigenvectors (some of them may get contracted or be central). Since
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W is not completely contained in the weak stable subspace, there has to be some
component wν 6= 0 of an expanding eigendirection (|ν| > 1) of W . Let ν0 be an
eigenvalue with biggest absolute value λ = |ν0| among those eigenvalues ν with
wν 6= 0.
We write w = wλ + w<λ where wλ =
∑
|ν|=λwν and w<λ =
∑
|ν|<λwν . Fur-
thermore we define the W-dominating eigenspaces
Wmax =
⊕
|ν|=λ,wν 6=0
EνT ,
and the subspace
W<max =
⊕
|ν|<λ
EνT
so that wλ ∈ Wmax and w<λ ∈W<max. Finally we let
η = max{|ν| : |ν| < λ and wν 6= 0}
denote the second largest absolute value of an eigenvalue contributing to W .
3. Winning
Here we want to prove that the set of nondense points ND(T) is winning on any
line segment not parallel to the weak stable subspace of T . This enables us to prove
the following part of our main theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let S, T be totally irreducible automorphisms of Td. Assume V 0−S *
V 0−T . Then dim(Eq(S) ∩ND(T )) = d.
3.1. The winning property along line segments. Let T be a totally irreducible
automorphism of the d-dimensional torus.
We will use the supremum norm ‖·‖ = ‖·‖∞ on Rd defined using the coordinates
provided by the generalized eigenspaces. Furthermore we normalize the norm such
that the ball of radius 2 is mapped injectively and isometrically into Td.
Let W be a one-dimensional subspace which is not contained in the weak stable
subspace V 0−T , i.e. W ∩ V 0−T = {0} and vectors in W are eventually expanded (but
W may not be invariant under T ). For x ∈ Td, let A0 be an interval inside x+W
of finite length. We define
ND0(T ) =
{
y ∈ Td | 0 /∈ {T ny, n ∈ N}} ⊆ ND(T ),
i.e. ND0(T ) is the set of points whose forward orbit under T avoids 0.
Proposition 3.2. ND0(T ) ∩A0 is 13 -winning as a subset of A0 ⊂ x+W .
Proof. Taking any vector w ∈ W , we decompose it as in § 2.2 into the dominating
and non-dominating part: I.e. we write w = wλ +w<λ where wλ =
∑
|ν|=λwν and
w<λ =
∑
|ν|<λwν . These vectors satisfy
‖T kwλ‖ = λk‖wλ‖ and ‖T kw<λ‖ ≤ ηk‖w<λ‖
for all k ≥ 0, which leads to
‖T kwλ‖
‖T kw<λ‖ ≥
(
λ
η
)k ‖wλ‖
‖w<λ‖ .
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Since the factor λ
η
> 1 is bigger than 1, there exists an integer kI such that
‖Tkwλ‖
‖Tkw<λ‖
≥ 1 for all k ≥ kI . Since we are using the supremum norm, for n ≥ kI we
then have ‖T nw‖ = ‖T nwλ‖ and therefore
‖T n+1w‖ = ‖T n+1wλ‖ = λ‖T nwλ‖ = λ‖T nw‖.
In other words: apart from the initial kI steps (where kI only depends on the
direction of W ), w gets expanded by the factor λ in each step. We will use the
metric induced by ‖·‖∞ on Rd as above and define
dist0(K) = inf
k∈K,n∈Zd
‖k + n‖∞
for any subset K ⊂ Rd or K ⊂ Td.
The game. We are now going to discuss the Schmidt game for the proof that the
set ND0(T ) ∩ A0 is (α, β)-winning with α = 13 and for any β ∈ (0, 1). Let player
B start with choosing a ball B0 = B(y0, ρ) inside A0. Without loss of generality
we may assume ρ is quite small. In fact, we may assume ρ is so small so that the
diameter of T kIB0 has diameter less than λ
−1. For otherwise we may simply apply
sufficiently many steps of the game without any particular strategy of A (which
shrinks the interval by a factor αβ each time) and pretend that the resulting ball
was what player B chose initially.
Given B0 (with this property) we define k0 to be the largest integer so that T
k0B0
has diameter smaller than 1. Note that k0 > kI and that the above discussion
implies that T k0B0 has diameter at least λ
−1.
We now assume that the game has already been played for n steps, that nested
balls B0 ⊇ A0 ⊇ B1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Bn have been chosen, and that an increasing sequence
of integers k0 ≤ k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kn−1 has been constructed inductively.
The strategy. Given the ball Bn player A cuts Bn into three subintervals I1, I2, I3
of equal size and since α = 13 player A is allowed to choose any of the three pieces
as the next move An. We define kn to be the largest integer so that T
knBn has
diameter smaller than 1. Once more this implies that T knBn has diameter at least
λ−1. Now player A considers the sets T knI1, T
knI2, T
knI3 that together trisect a
line segment within Td of size between λ−1 and 1. Even in the worst case (when 0
belongs to the center of the second interval) one of the three pieces, say Iℓ, satisfies
dist0(T
knIℓ) ≥ 16λ−1.
Player A chooses one such intervals out of the three.
Winning property. Suppose that the game has run its course and we have found
the point z ∈ ⋂nAn and the sequence of integers k0 ≤ k1 ≤ · · · by following the
above strategy. We will now show that 0 /∈ {T kz | k ≥ 0}. First notice that it is
clear that T knz has distance ≥ 16λ−1 from 0 for all n ≥ 0 and we only have to worry
about the powers T kz with k not being of the form k = kn for some n. There are
only finitely many integers k ∈ [0, k0) and since T k0z 6= 0 and 0 is a fixed point
these points are not an issue for the desired conclusion. For the remaining integers
k > k0 it is important to note that the sequence kn+1 − kn is bounded (where the
bound only depends on the parameters αβ and λ). Together with continuity of T
this shows that z ∈ ND0(T ), the winning property, and the proposition. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1. For the proof we are going to use that the orbits of
two points on the same weak stable manifold have the same behaviour:
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Lemma 3.3. [6, Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.7] Let x ∈ Td and let v ∈ V 0−S . Then
x equidistributes under S if and only if x+ v equidistributes under S. Furthermore
we have x ∈ ND(S) if and only if x+ v ∈ ND(S).
As a corollary of this and ergodicity of S we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.4. Let W ⊆ V 0−S be a 1-dimensional subspace, let W⊥ be any subspace
of Rd with W⊕W⊥ = Rd and mW⊥ be the Lebesgue measure defined on W⊥. Then
for any x1 ∈ Td we have
mW⊥({v ∈ W⊥ | x1 + v /∈ Eq(S)}) = 0.
Proof. In fact, Lemma 3.3 shows that for any v ∈ W⊥ and w ∈ W we have
x1 + v ∈ Eq(S) ⇔ x1 + v + w ∈ Eq(S). This means that the set Eq(S) equals a
union ofW -cosets. Ergodicity for S and Fubini’s theorem now gives the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since V 0−S * V
0−
T we can choose a one-dimensional subspace
W ⊆ V 0−S such that W ∩ V 0−T = {0}. Choose W⊥ to be any subspace of Rd such
that W⊥ ⊕W = Rd. We choose the same norm as in the proof about winning, i.e.
the supremum norm with respect to the eigenvectors of T .
Let x1 ∈ Td and ǫ ∈ (0, 18 ) be arbitrary. We want to show that Eq(S) ∩ND(T )
is thick, i.e. its Hausdorff dimension in B(x1, 2ǫ) is d. Applying Lemma 3.4 we
obtain that the set {v ∈ W⊥ | x1 + v ∈ Eq(s)} has full measure as a subset of W⊥
and in particular
dim
(
(x1 + (B(0, ǫ) ∩W⊥)) ∩ Eq(S)
)
= d− 1. (3.1)
For any x let A0(x) = x+(B(0, ǫ)∩W ) be the interval of length 2ǫ inside x+W
containing x to which we can apply Proposition 3.2. Since ND0(T ) ⊆ ND(T ) we
get that for any x ∈ Td the set ND(T ) ∩ A0(x) is winning as a subset of A0(x).
Now we are ready to apply the Marstrand Slicing Theorem (Theorem 2.1) by
setting
M1 = x1 + (B(0, ǫ) ∩W⊥),
M2 =W ∩B(0, ǫ),
A =M1 ∩ Eq(S), and
B = ND(T ) ∩Eq(S) ∩ (M1 +M2),
where we identifyM1×M2 withM1+M2 ⊂ B(x1, 2ǫ). Then dimA = d−1 by (3.1)
and for any x ∈ A we have
Bx = B ∩ (x+M2) = ND(T ) ∩ (x+ (W ∩B(0, ǫ)))
by Lemma 3.3. However, since ND(T ) ∩ A0(x) is winning and hence thick as
a subset of A0(x), the same holds for Bx as a subset of x + M2 and it follows
that dimBx = 1 for all x ∈ A. Theorem 2.1 now implies
dim(ND(T ) ∩Eq(S) ∩B(x1, 2ǫ)) = d
as required. 
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4. Equidistribution
Here we want to prove that the set of equidistributing points Eq(S) has full
measure on any line not parallel to the weak stable subspace of S. Then we will
prove the second part of our theorem, which is the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let S, T be totally irreducible automorphisms of Td. Assume V 0−T *
V 0−S . Then dimEq(S) ∩ND(T ) = d.
The structure of this section is as follows:
First we extend the torus and the action of S to S˜ acting on K ⋉ Td for some
compact group K. With this we can change S from having complex eigenvalues to
having positive ones, but acting on a bigger space.
Then we adapt an argument of Chaika and Eskin [7] to our setting. Chaika
and Eskin showed on G/Γ that a point measure on the orbit of SO(2) averaged
under the geodesic flow is for almost all points on the SO(2) orbit in the limit also
invariant under some unipotent direction. Here we show that for almost all points
on a line the dirac measure of this point gets invariant under some eigendirection
of S˜ when being pushed forward with S˜.
Subsequently we make a change of coordinates to get some invariance of our
original map S acting on X . Using Poincare recurrence we then can show that for
almost every point on a line parallel to W its point measure equidistributes when
being pushed forward by S. This enables us to prove the main theorem of this
section.
4.1. Extending the torus and other preparations for the complex case.
Let S be a totally irreducible automorphism of the d-dimensional torus. So S is
also an automorphism of Rd on which we will again work with the supremum norm
(aligned with the generalized eigenspaces of S).
Let W * V 0−S be a one-dimensional subspace of R
d with Wmax being its W -
dominating generalized eigenspace (see Section 2.2) with absolute value of the
eigenvalues equal to λ > 1.
In the case theW -dominating eigenvalues are positive, the following construction
becomes a lot easier: one then can define kS = 1 and K = {1} will be the trivial
group, giving S = S˜, K ⋉ Rd = Rd, and V = Wmax (which is one-dimensional in
this case). In the general case we are going to need more notation which we will
introduce now.
For each pair {vλj , vλj} of complex conjugated eigenvectors we define a rotation
Kλj as follows: Kλjvλj =
λ1
|λj |
vλj andKλjvλj =
λ1
|λj |
vλj and the identity on the other
eigenvectors. We note that this defines a real matrix that rotates the corresponding
generalized eigenspace (with the angle of rotation being the opposite to the angle
of rotation for S). For each negative eigenvalue λj we define Kλjvλj = −vλj and
the identity on the other eigenvectors. Let kS =
∏
j Kλj be the product of all those
rotations, where the product is taken over all negative eigenvalues λj and all pairs
of complex conjugated eigenvalues {λj , λj}.
We define the linear map Spos = kSS = SkS on Rd. This map has only pos-
itive eigenvalues. Some of them might occur with higher geometric multiplicity
(in particular when S has several eigenvalues of the same absolute value). In par-
ticular Wmax may have dimension bigger than one. We choose V to be the real
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one-dimensional eigenspace spanned by wλ, where wλ =
∑
|ν|=λwν is as defined in
Section 2.2. Note that wλ is indeed an eigenvector of Spos but in general not of S.
We may refer to V as the W -dominating eigenspace with respect to Spos, which
is a one-dimensional eigenspace of Spos (in the strict sense) and gets expanded by
the factor λ > 1. However, we note that on the other hand Spos does in general no
longer preserve the lattice Zd and hence does not define a map on Td. Therefore
we have to extend the torus in the following way:
We define K ⊆ GLd(R) to be the topological group generated by the rotation
kS and notice that K is a compact abelian group. S and K commute, since they
have common eigenspaces.
Both of them act on Rd, so that we can consider the semidirect product
〈S〉K ⋉Rd
where we define the multiplication rule
(Snk1, x)(S
mk2, y) = (S
n+mk1k2, x+ S
nk1y)
inspired by the usual matrix multiplication
(
k1 x
0 1
)(
k2 y
0 1
)
=
(
k1k2 k1y + x
0 1
)
.
We define Γ = 〈S〉⋉ Zd and
X = 〈S〉K ⋉Rd
/
〈S〉⋉ Zd ∼= (K ⋉Rd)/Zd,
where the latter isomorphism is useful for understanding X and the original defi-
nition gives us a way of letting S act on X .
On X we define a new transformation S˜ by the following formula:
S˜(k, x)Γ = (SkS , 0)(k, x)Γ
= (SkSk, Sposx)(S
−1, 0)Γ = (kSk, Sposx)Γ
We see that on the second coordinate Spos is acting on Rd. On the first coordinate
we keep track which complex rotation was used to “straighten the map S to the
map Spos”.
In order to understand the geometry of X better let us make a few remarks. For
any v ∈ Rd the left translation action on our semi-direct product is given simply
by
(1, v)(k, x) = (k, x+ v),
but for any n ∈ Zd the identification modulo (1, n) (i.e. right translation) has the
form
(k, x)(1, n) = (k, x+ kn),
i.e. the coordinate k amounts to a rotation of the lattice Zd. Finally we claim that
Θ : (k, x)Γ ∈ X 7→ k−1x+ Zd ∈ Td
defines a factor map between the transformation S˜ on X and S on Td. Indeed
Θ
(
(k, x)(1, n)Γ
)
= Θ
(
(k, x+ kn)Γ
)
= k−1(x + kn) + Zd = Θ
(
(k, x)Γ
)
for all k ∈ K, x ∈ Rd, and n ∈ Zd, shows that Θ is well-defined, and
Θ
(
S˜((k, x)Γ)
)
= Θ
(
(kSk, Sposx)Γ
)
=
k−1S Sposk
−1x+ Zd = Sk−1x+ Zd = SΘ
(
(k, x)Γ
)
for all k ∈ K and x ∈ Rd shows that Θ ◦ S˜ = S ◦Θ.
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4.2. The Chaika-Eskin Argument. In this subsection we adapt the argument
by Chaika and Eskin [7] to our setting.
The above construction lets us work with the following: We started with W *
V 0−S , a one-dimensional subspace of R
d with V ⊆ Wmax it’s W -dominating gen-
eralized eigenspace with respect to Spos. Also recall that λ > 1 is the eigenvalue
for Spos on V . Using the constructed kS we got Spos = SkS which is now an
automorphism of Rd with only positive eigenvalues. Then we constructed the big-
ger space X = (K ⋉ Rd)/Zd and act from the left with S˜ in the following way:
S˜(k, x)Γ = (kSk, Sposx)Γ.
Of course we need a metric on the space X , which we define as follows: On Rd we
will use the supremum norm ‖·‖∞ that we defined earlier. AsK is a subset of (S1)×d
we take a rotation invariant metric on (S1)×d and restrict it to K. The metric d
on X is defined as the product metric. In particular d
(
(k, x), (k, y)
)
= ‖x− y‖∞.
Let us write W as an additive 1−parameter group {wϕ = ϕw : ϕ ∈ R}. To
simplify notation, we assume ‖w‖∞ = 1 so that |ϕ| = ‖wϕ‖∞. We will frequently
work with the set {wϕ : |ϕ| ≤ 12}.
For a fixed x ∈ X and |ϕ| ≤ 12 we define the sequence of measures
µN,ϕ =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
S˜n∗ δ(1,wϕ)x, (4.1)
for any N ∈ N.
Now we are ready to state the main technical result of the section.
Proposition 4.2. For almost every ϕ ∈ [− 12 , 12 ] any weak∗ limit µ = µϕ of the
sequence µN,ϕ is invariant under V .
We note that since the group of elements that preserve a probability measure on
a compact space is automatically closed, it suffices to prove the invariance under
va for any fixed va ∈ V . To see this e.g. choose two elements va and vb that are
linearly independent over Q.
Fix some va ∈ V . Fix some ϕ, then the invariance of any weak∗ limit as in
Proposition 4.2 is equivalent to the following. For any Lipschitz function φ ∈ Lip(X)
we have to show
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
φ
(
(1, va)S˜
n(1, wϕ)x
)− φ(S˜n(1, wϕ)x) −→ 0 as N →∞. (4.2)
We note that
(1, va)S˜
n(1, wϕ)x = (1, va + S
n
poswϕ)S˜
nx. (4.3)
As before we decompose w into w = wmax + w<max, the first being the projection
of w onto V . Applying Spos gives S
n
posw = λ
nwmax+S
n
posw<max. As before let η be
the second largest eigenvalue occuring in W (see Section 2.2). Since no eigenvector
contributing to W<max can have an eigenvalue of absolute value bigger than η we
have ‖Snposw<max‖ ≤ ηn‖w<max‖.
For the upcoming bounds we will use the notation a ≪ b meaning there is a
constant C = C(W,φ, va....) such that a ≤ Cb. Let tn ∈ R be such that λntnwmax =
va, which implies |tn| ≪ λ−n. We note that the sequence tn is independent of φ, x
and ϕ and satisfies
‖Snpostnw − va‖ = ‖tnSnposw<max‖ ≤ ηn · |tn| ≪
(η
λ
)n
.
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W
wtn
SnposW
Snposwtn
va
V
Figure 1. Definition of tn, with va = λntnwmax.
With this and (4.3) we have
d
(
(1, va)S˜
n(1, wϕ)x, S˜
n(1, wϕ+tn)x
)
= ‖Snpos(wtn)− va‖ ≪
( η
λ
)n
and so ∣∣φ((1, va)S˜n(1, wϕ)x)− φ(S˜n(1, wϕ+tn)x)∣∣≪ ( ηλ
)n
.
Therefore,
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
∣∣φ((1, va)S˜n(1, wϕ)x)− φ(S˜n(1, wϕ+tn)x)∣∣≪ 1N
N−1∑
n=0
(η
λ
)n
≪ 1
N
−→ 0
as N →∞ and we see that (4.2) will follow once we show that
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
φ
(
S˜n(1, wϕ+tn)x
) − φ(S˜n(1, wϕ)x) −→ 0 as N →∞.
This is the content of the next lemma whose proof will occupy the remainder of the
subsection.
Lemma 4.3. For any φ ∈ Lip(X) and a.e. ϕ ∈ [− 12 , 12 ] we have
lim
N→∞
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
fn(ϕ) −→ 0,
where we define for every n ≥ 1 the real valued functions
fn(ϕ) = φ
(
S˜n(1, wϕ+tn)x
)− φ(S˜n(1, wϕ)x)
= φ
(
(1, Snposwϕ+tn)S˜
nx
)− φ((1, Snposwϕ)S˜nx)
on [− 12 , 12 ].
The following shows that the functions fn are nearly independent of each other.
Lemma 4.4. Let m,n ∈ N, φ ∈ Lip(X). Then we have
∣∣∣∫ 12
− 1
2
fn(ϕ)fm(ϕ)dϕ
∣∣∣ ≪
λ−
|n−m|
2 .
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Proof. Fix m < n and define δ0 = λ
− |n−m|
2 ∈ (0, 1) and δ = λ−mδ0 = λ−m+n2 .
Using |tn| ≪ λ−n we start by estimating the following average over the set
Aϕ = [ϕ− δ, ϕ+ δ]:
1
|Aϕ|
∣∣∣∣
∫
Aϕ
fn(θ)dθ
∣∣∣∣ = 1|Aϕ|
∣∣∣∣
∫
Aϕ
φ
(
S˜n(1, wθ+tn)x
)− φ(S˜n(1, wθ)x)dθ
∣∣∣∣
≤ 1|Aϕ|
∫ tn
0
∣∣φ(S˜n(1, wϕ−δ+θ)x)∣∣ + ∣∣φ(S˜n(1, wϕ+δ+θ)x)∣∣dθ
≤ 1|Aϕ|2|tn| · sup(φ)≪
λ−n
|Aϕ| < δ0,
where we assume tn > 0 (in the case tn < 0 the integral goes over [tn, 0]).
Then we fix θ ∈ Aϕ and have
|fm(ϕ)− fm(θ)| =
∣∣φ((1, Smposwϕ+tm)S˜mx)− φ((1, λmwθ−ϕ)(1, Smposwϕ+tm)S˜mx)
− φ((1, Smposwϕ)S˜mx)+ φ((1, λmwθ−ϕ)(1, Smposwϕ)S˜mx)∣∣
≤2 Lip(φ)λm‖wθ−ϕ‖ ≪ λm|θ − ϕ| ≤ λmδ = δ0.
In other words, fm is almost constant on small intervalls of length O
(
λ−
|n−m|
2
)
,
which we use in the following step:
1
|Aϕ|
∣∣∣∣
∫
Aϕ
fm(θ)fn(θ)dθ
∣∣∣∣ = 1|Aϕ|
∣∣∣∣
∫
Aϕ
(fm(ϕ) +O(δ0)) · fn(θ)dθ
∣∣∣∣
≤|fm(ϕ)| · 1|Aϕ|
∣∣∣∣
∫
Aϕ
fn(θ)dθ
∣∣∣∣ +O(δ0)≪ δ0,
where we used |fm(ϕ)| ≪ 1 and in the last step the estimate we computed right
above.
Now we cover the interval [− 12 , 12 ] with intervals of the form Aϕi and an inverval
B such that [− 12 , 12 ] = B ⊔
⊔
iAϕi and |B| < 2δ ≪ δ0. With∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
2
− 1
2
fn(ϕ)fm(ϕ)dϕ
∣∣∣∣ ≤2δ‖ϕ‖∞ +∑
i
|Aϕi | ·
1
|Aϕi |
·
∣∣∣∣
∫
Aϕi
fn(θ)fm(θ)dθ
∣∣∣∣
≪δ0 +
∑
i
|Aϕi | · δ0 ≪ δ0
we conclude the proof of the lemma. 
Recalling the following standard results from measure theory we are ready for
the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.5 (Chebyshev inequality). Let g : Ω→ R be measurable, ∫
Ω
g2dm ≤ D.
Then for all s > 0 we have m({θ : |g(θ)| > sD}) ≤ 1
s2D
.
Lemma 4.6 (Borel-Cantelli). Let B1, B2, . . . be measurable subsets in a measure
space (X,m) with
∑∞
i=1m(Bi) <∞. Then
m
(
∞⋂
i=1
∞⋃
n=i
Bn
)
= 0.
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Proof of lemma 4.3. We show that for a.e. ϕ ∈ R and for all ε > 0:
lim sup
N→∞
∣∣∣∣∣ 1N
N−1∑
n=0
fn(ϕ)
∣∣∣∣∣ < ε.
Let ε > 0. Since N is growing, it is possible to approximate it by a square: For every
N we choose K ∈ N with K2 ≤ N < (K +1)2. This ensures N −K2 ≤ 2K ≤ 2√N
and therefore
1
N
∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
n=K2
fn(ϕ)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1N (N − 1−K2)2‖ϕ‖∞ ≪
√
N
N
=
1√
N
and so 1
N
∣∣∣∑N−1n=K2 fn(ϕ)∣∣∣ < ε2 by choosing N large enough. So it is enough to prove
the following
Claim. For K big enough and for a.e. ϕ ∈ [− 12 , 12 ] we have∣∣∣∣∣ 1K2
K2−1∑
n=0
fn(ϕ)
∣∣∣∣∣ < ε2 .
Define the function g(θ) = 1
N
∑N−1
n=0 fn(θ) on Ω = I = [− 12 , 12 ]. Using Lemma 4.4
we compute the second moment D0 = ‖g‖22 of g:
N2D0 =
∫
Ω
N2g(θ)2dθ =
∫
I
(
N−1∑
n=0
fn(θ)
)2
dθ
=
∫
I
N−1∑
n=0
fn(θ)
2dθ + 2
∫
I
∑
0≤m<n<N
fm(θ)fn(θ)dθ
=
N−1∑
n=0
∫
I
fn(θ)
2dθ + 2
∑
0≤m<n<N
∫
I
fm(θ)fn(θ)dθ
≪N
∫
I
‖ϕ‖2∞dθ +
∑
0≤m<n<N
λ−
|n−m|
2
≪N +N
N−1∑
j=1
λ−
j
2 ≪ N
so that we get D0 ≤ CN for some constant C. Choosing D = CN and s = εN2C we
have sD = ε2 . We define the sets AN = {ϕ ∈ [− 12 , 12 ] :
∣∣ 1
N
∑N−1
n=0 fn(ϕ)
∣∣ > ε2} and
apply Lemma 4.5 to get m(AN ) ≤ 1s2D = 4Cε2N .
Next we will apply Lemma 4.6 (Borel-Cantelli) to the sets BK = AK2 with m
the Lebesque measure. Since
∞∑
K=1
m(BK) =
∞∑
K=1
m(AK2) ≤
∞∑
K=1
4C
ε2K2
=
4C
ε2
π2
6
<∞
we have m(
⋂∞
i=1
⋃∞
K=iAK2) = 0. Now we analyse this set:
⋃∞
K=iAK2 = {ϕ ∈ I :
∃K ≥ i : | 1
K2
∑K2−1
n=0 fn(ϕ)| > ε2} and
⋂∞
i=1
⋃∞
K=iAK2 = {ϕ ∈ I : ∀i ∈ N ∃K ≥ i :
| 1
K2
∑K2−1
n=0 fn(ϕ)| > ε2} ⊇ {ϕ ∈ I : lim supK→∞| 1K2
∑K2−1
n=0 fn(ϕ)| > ε2}. By
Borel-Cantelli the measure of the last set has to be zero and we know that for
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almost every ϕ ∈ I lim supK→∞| 1K2
∑K2−1
n=0 fn(ϕ)| ≤ ε2 holds. This proves the
above claim and therefore the Lemma itself. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Choose a countable family of functions in Lip(X) that
are dense in C(X). Applying Lemma 4.3 to each of these gives us a conull set
P ⊆ [− 12 , 12 ] such that the conclusion of the lemma holds for all ϕ ∈ P . Recall that
this shows (4.2) for those φ.
If now µ is a weak∗ limit of the sequence of measures as in (4.1), (4.2) shows∫
φ((1, va)y)dµ =
∫
φ(y)dµ. Using density of the set of functions φ we have chosen
above the proposition follows. 
4.3. Using Poincare´ Recurrence. Using the invariance under V from Proposi-
tion 4.2 we can prove tho following theorem:
Theorem 4.7. Let W = {wϕ} as before and x ∈ Td. Then for almost every
ϕ ∈ [− 12 , 12 ] : x+ wϕ ∈ Eq(S).
Up to here we have always written elements in K ⋉Rd in the coordinates (k, x)
corresponding to
(
k x
0 1
)
(which simplified the action of Rd on the left). Equiv-
alently we can use the coordinates [k, x] corresponding to
(
k 0
0 1
)(
1 x
0 1
)
, which
are more convenient to use for the following argument. This gives the transforma-
tion laws [k, x] = (k, kx), (k, x) = [k, k−1x] between these coordinate systems for
all k ∈ K and x ∈ Rd. The multiplication rule has now the form [k0, x][k, y] =
[k0k, k
−1x+ y] and the transformation on X (defined by S˜(k, x)Γ = (kSk, Sposx)Γ
for all (k, x) ∈ K ⋉Rd) now becomes
S˜[k, y]Γ = S˜(k, ky)Γ = (kSk, SkSky)Γ = [kSk, Sy]Γ
in new coordinates [k, y] ∈ K ⋉Rd.
From now on we work in the new coordinates, which have the advantage that
[k, x]Γ ∈ X 7→ [k, x+ Zd] ∈ K × Td. (4.4)
is an isomorphism. For convenience of notation we will use this isomorphism im-
plicitly and write [k, x] ∈ X if k ∈ K and x ∈ Td. We also note that, with this
understanding, the factor map Θ is now defined by Θ([k, x]) = x for all [k, x] ∈ X .
Proposition 4.2 gives us many S˜-invariant measures on X that are also invariant
under all v ∈ V . In the new coordinates this gives invariance under the transfor-
mation
[k, x] 7→ [1, v] · [k, y] = [k, y + k−1v]
for any v ∈ V .
Definition. A subspace P is called rational if it can be written as the linear span
of rational vectors: P = {v =∑kj=1 κjej : κj ∈ R} for some 1 ≤ k ≤ d and ej ∈ Qd.
We recall that P is rational if and only if P+Zd is closed in Td, and all connected
subgroups of Td are of this form.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Recall that W * V 0−S is a one-dimensional subspace with V
its dominating eigenspace with respect to Spos. As before fix some x ∈ X and let
µ = µx,ϕ be a weak* limit of µN =
1
N
∑N−1
n=0 S˜
n
∗ δ(1,x+wϕ)Γ. We choose ϕ ∈ [− 12 , 12 ]
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so that it satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 4.2 and obtain that µ is invariant
under S˜ and the left action of V .
In particular, we may consider the ergodic decomposition of µ with respect to
the action of V . As is well known we may obtain the ergodic components of µ
using the probability space (X,µ) itself (see e.g. [2, Theorem 6.2]). For this let E =
{B ∈ BX | B is invariant under V } and decompose µ into conditional measures to
obtain the decomposition into V -ergodic components: µ =
∫
µE[k,y]dµ([k, y]). We
will show that almost every ergodic component will be the Lebesgue measure on
the fiber {k} × Td.
We fix a typical [k, y] ∈ X together with its ergodic measure µE[k,y] and may
assume (see [2, Thm. 6.2, Thm. 8.20]) that the point [k, y] indeed equidistributes
w.r.t. the action of V to its ergodic component µE[k,y]. As noted before the action
of v ∈ V has the form
[1, v][k, y] = [k, k−1v + y]
for any v ∈ V , k ∈ K, and y ∈ Td, i.e. the coordinate k ∈ K remains unchanged
and we have simply the translation action of k−1V on Td. It follows that µE[k,y] is
the Lebesgue measure on the closure of the connected group k−1V +Zd within Td.
Recall that k−1V + Zd = Pk + Zd for a rational subspace Pk, which only depends
on k ∈ K (and not on y ∈ Td). Hence µE[k,y] is the normalized Lebesgue measure
m[k,Pk+y] supported on some affine rational subspace [k, Pk + y].
Therefore we define the following map Φ: X 7−→ {rational subspaces of Rd}.
For any [k, y] ∈ X let Pk be the rational subspace Rd such that y + k−1V + Zd =
y + Pk + Zd and define Φ([k, y]) = Pk. For a given rational subspace P of Rd we
also define the level set AP = {[k, y] : Φ([k, y]) = P} ⊆ X . Since the set of rational
subspaces is countable we can write X =
⊔
P AP as a countable union of sets of
this form.
Now we want to analyse what happens when we act with S˜: Since V is an
eigenspace of Spos, it follows that the σ-algebra of V -invariant sets is invariant
under S˜. It follows that the ergodic components for the action of V are almost surely
mapped to the ergodic components under the action of S˜, i.e. S˜∗µ
E
[k,y] = µ
E
S˜[k,y]
.
However, µE[k,y] = m[k,Pk+y] and µ
E
S˜[k,y]
= µ[ksk,Sy] = m[ksk,Pksk+Sy] almost surely
and so S(Pk) = Pksk.
Choose P to be a rational subspace such that µ(AP ) > 0. Applying Poincare´
recurrence tells us that there exists an l ∈ N such that µ(AP ∩ S˜lAP ) > 0. Together
with the above this implies that SlP = P . However, since S is totally irreducible
and dimP ≥ 1, we know that P = Rd (for more details regarding this fact see
Section 5.1). This means that only one level set AP has positive measure, namely
the one for P = Rd, and hence every ergodic component µE[k,y] is the Lebesgue
measure on the fiber {k} × Td.
Now we take the push forward of µN and µ under the factor map Θ : X −→ Td
with [k, x] 7→ x: It is easy to see that Θ∗µN = 1N
∑N−1
n=0 S
n
∗ δx+wϕ and Θ∗µ is the
Lebesgue measure on the torus. Of course we have Θ∗µN → Θ∗µ =mTd as N →∞
which immediately gives x+ wϕ ∈ Eq(S). 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.1.
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Lemma 4.8. Let W ⊆ V 0−T be a 1-dimensional subspace and let W⊥ be any sub-
space of Rd with W ⊕W⊥ = Rd. Then (x1 + (B(1, 0) ∩W⊥)) ∩ ND(T ) is thick
inside (x1 + (B(1, 0) ∩W⊥)).
Proof. Recall that we already showed that ND(T ) is thick. Now the lemma follows
immediately from Lemma 3.3 and the properties of the Hausdorff dimension for
products of the form W1 × (B(1, 0) ∩W ) with W1 ⊂W⊥. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proof follows the same line as the proof of Theorem 3.1,
we have only to exchange the roles of (S,Eq(S)) and (T,ND(T )). Of course we
define W ⊆ V 0−T such that W ∩ V 0−S = {0} and use the norm defined in §4.2. We
apply Lemma 4.8 to show that the set {v ∈ B(0, 1)∩W⊥|x1+v ∈ ND(T )} is thick
and later Theorem 4.7 to ensure that Eq(S) ∩ A0(x) has full measure as a subset
of A0(x). The Marstrand Slicing Theorem 2.1 concludes the proof. 
5. Equality of weak stable subspaces
In this section we analyze the case V 0−S = V
0−
T and prove Theorem 1.2.
5.1. The simpler case dimV 0−S = 1. Let S be totally irreducible and let W be
a rational subspace invariant under S. Then we claim that W has to be either {0}
or Rd. In fact, this follows since the characteristic polynomial of S restricted to W
has rational coefficients and is a divisor or the characteristic polynomial of S. Using
this and Galois theory we prove the following first step towards Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 5.1. Let S and T be irreducible and v be a common eigenvector of S and
T . Then S and T commute.
Proof. Denote withKS andKT the field extensions of Q such that the characteristic
polynomials of S and T are split. With K we denote the smallest common field
extension of KS and KT .
Let v be the common eigenvector with its respective eigenvalues λS and λT
satisfying Sv = λSv and Tv = λT v. We may also choose the eigenvector v to be
algebraic with1 v ∈ Kd.
The field extension K | Q is algebraic and Galois. We denote with σ1, . . . , σn
the Galois automorphisms of K | Q.
Each σi we can apply to the equation Sv = λSv getting Sσi(v) = σi(λS)σi(v) and
Tσi(v) = σi(λT )σi(v). Of course S, T have integer entries and remain unchanged.
So we know that σi(v) is a common eigenvector of S and T for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We define W = span{σ1(v), . . . , σn(v)}. When we apply σi to W , those vec-
tors get permuted, so W is invariant under all Galois automorphisms. This is only
possible if W is a rational subspace. Every σi(v) is an eigenvector of S, so that
we know that W must be invariant under S. Now S is totally irreducible and W
rational, therefore W = Rd. So we can choose a basis out of the generating set
{v, σ1(v), . . . , σn(v)} which is a basis of Rd in which S and T are both simultane-
ously diagonal and therefore commute. 
We note that the above already proves some cases of Theorem 1.2.
1In fact it is not hard to see that one can choose v ∈ (KS ∩KT )
d.
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5.2. The general case. Now we assume V 0−S = V
0−
T and dimV
0−
S > 1. We will
reduce this case to the case above.
As in the above lemma we do not care in the following algebraic argument that
those subspaces are weak stable. The only important assumption is that we have
a nontrivial subspace which is simultaneously invariant under S and T .
Lemma 5.2. Let S and T be two totally irreducible integer matrices. Among the
nontrivial subspaces simultaneously invariant under S and T there is one with a
minimal dimension p, and the dimension of all other such subspaces is divisible by
p.
Proof. For this proof, denote with I the set of subspaces of Q
d
which are invariant
under S and T . This set is closed under taking intersections and sums. Let V0 ∈ I
be such that dim(V0) = p > 0 is minimal.
Let K | Q be a Galois field extension over which both S and T are diagonalizable
and let {σ1, . . . , σn} be the Galois group of K over Q. These automorphisms map
elements of I to elements of I of the same dimension. Now consider σi(V0) and
notice that either σi(V0) = V0, or σi(V0) will intersect V0 trivially.
The sumW = σ1(V0)+ · · ·+σn(V0) is invariant under all Galois automorphisms,
hence a rational subspace, and clearly invariant unter the totally irreducible S,
hence it can only be Rd. Adding these subspaces step by step, in each step ei-
ther σi(V0) is contained in the sum of the preceeding subspaces, or it intersects
the previous sum trivially and the dimension of the sum increases exactly by p.
Therefore p | d.
Next we start with an arbitrary subspace V ∈ I of dimension q. As before
we add consecutively the subspaces σ1(V0), . . . , σn(V0) to it. Again in every step
minimality of V0 implies that either σk(V0) is already contained in the previous sum
or it intersects it trivially. Hence we see by induction that for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n
V + σ1(V0) + · · ·+ σk(V0) = V ⊕
⊕′
j σj(V0),
where
⊕′
j denotes the direct sum over some of the indices j ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
For k = n this implies that
d = dimQd = dim (V + σ1(V0) + · · ·+ σn(V0)) = q + ℓp
for some ℓ ≤ n. Since p | d this gives the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let S, T be totally irreducible automorphisms of Td satisfy-
ing V 0−S = V
0−
T and gcd(d, dim V
0−
S ) = 1. By Lemma 5.2 there exists a common
eigenvector for T and S, and by Lemma 5.1 the maps T and S commute. 
5.3. An example. What happens when minV ∈I\{0} dimV > 1? We now give an
example to show that in this case there exist S and T which do not commute but
are nonetheless algebraically related.
Let d = 4 = 2 · 2. We construct an example acting on the space Q4 = Q2 ⊗Q2.
Let A =
(
2 3
1 2
)
and B =
(
2 5
1 2
)
∈ GL2(Z) with eigenvalues 2 ±
√
3 and
2 ± √5. We note that A and B do not commute and that KA = Q(
√
3) and
KB = Q(
√
5) are the field extensions such that the characteristic polynomials split
into completely.
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We also consider the linear map Q =
(
1 2
1 1
)
acting on Q2 with eigenvalues
1 ± √2. Let λA,i, λB,i denote the eigenvalues of A and B for i = 1, 2. Now we
choose k ∈ N such that λA,i(1 +
√
2)k > 1, λB,i(1 +
√
2)k > 1, λA,i(1 −
√
2)k < 1
and λB,i(1 −
√
2)k < 1 for i = 1, 2. A short calculation shows that we can take
k = 2 and calculate Q2 =
(
3 4
2 3
)
. Then we define S = A ⊗ Q2 and T = B ⊗ Q2
which we identify with the 4-by-4 matrices
S =
(
3A 4A
2A 3A
)
=


6 9 8 12
3 6 4 8
4 6 6 9
2 4 3 6

 and T =
(
3B 4B
2B 3B
)
=


6 15 8 20
3 6 4 8
4 10 6 15
2 4 3 6

 .
We note that the eigenvalues of S are (2±√3)(1±√2)2 and of T are (2±√5)(1±√
2)2, which implies that both S and T are totally irreducible.
Next note that the eigenvectors for S are given by
v+1,2 =


±√6√
2
±√3
1

 (expanding) and
v−3,4 =


∓√6
−√2
±√3
1

 (contracting).
For T the eigenvectors are given by a similar expression (replacing
√
3 by
√
5)
and from this one can easily see
V 0−S = V
0−
T = span




−√2
0
1
0

 ,


0
−√2
0
1



 .
Finally we note that S = A⊗Q2 and T = B ⊗Q2 do not commute since A and B
do not commute.
This shows that Theorem 1.2 cannot hold in full generality (i.e. without the
condition gcd(d, dimV 0−S ) = 1 or something similar). Instead of commutativity
of the maps we have another quite strong algebraic condition: If we compare the
two field extensions KS and KT of Q such that the characteristic polynomials of
S and T are split, we have KS = Q(
√
2,
√
3) and KT = Q(
√
2,
√
5), in particular
KS ∩KT = Q(
√
2) ) Q.
5.4. Concluding remarks. To summarize we have shown in the case where the
weak stable subspaces of S and T are not identical that dim(Eq(S)∩ND(T )) = d.
On the other hand if the weak stable subspaces are identical but their dimension
is coprime to d we have that S and T commute. In this case we can refer to the
work of Bergelson, the first named author and Tseng [1], which gives a related
but weaker conclusion assuming (as is necessary) that T and S are multiplicatively
independent. The above example, however, fits with neither of the two settings and
it would be interesting to see how to extend the argument to that case.
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